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Introduction
The source-side-injection (sSI) flash memory cell has been recently

employed as the base of a multilevel storage technology u, zl. Method
for measuring cell capacitance coupling ratios was reported t3l.
Procedures for building a two-transistor cell modeling have been
established t41 and a macro gate current model developed t5l.
consequently, accurate circuit moder of the flash cell can be used for
the development of program methods and for the optimization of
memory circuit design.

Programming methods for multilever storage were developed using

!.the1 an iterative program scheme [6], or an open-loop scheme [7].
The iterative is usually more accurate, but racks speed, while the ope;-
loop has speed, but lacks precision. A parallel programming
architecture can boost the overall memory system speed by as many as
several thousand times, however its application is limited to page write
and to higher density memories where overhead circuitry is bfficiently
$ared consequently, improvement of single-cell programming rpoi
is needed for general application.

In this work we have derived a concise cefl model based on a two-
transistor compact cell model with macro gate current module and
integrated it into the algorithm equations for developing program
algorithm with fast convergence.

Cell Model
Fig. I shows the SSI flash cell structure with two transistors merged

in a split-gate configuration. This structure can be divided into a select
gate transistor and a floating gate transistor. The gate voltage of FG
(floating gate) transistor is found weil represented by linear capacitive
couplings of vsg (select gate, the same as wL), vcs (common source),
vc (common node) and vb (substrate) under READ condition. TCAD
simulations and experimental data prove that the representation of fixed
coupling capacitance ratios can extendable into cell PROGRAM
condition [3]. Accordingly, Fig. 2 shows the basic cell macro [5],
which uses voltage controlled vortage sources and charging capacitor io
generate vfg, here the current source Ifg is the gate cunent by the
source-side injected electrons.

Floating Gate Voltage
The floating gate voltage of the cell can be written as foilowsr:

vu=K*v*+K,,v",+K"v,*(%)**rro (l),
[C. J

where the K,, , K* and K, uethe floating gate FG, cornmon source

cS and common node c voltage coefficients respectively. c, is the
total capacitance of the floating gate; V J, , V rs , V", , and y the
voltages respectively: and er, the FG stored charge. These

coefficients, K's can be interpreted as "capacitance ratiosn', such that

K*=*, K",-9, *,=+ (z),cr cr cr
where Crr, C""and C"as depicted in Fig. l, representing the
capacitances to select gate SG, common source CS and to cornmon
node C respectively, Wlro is an integration constant.

Read Model
Fig. 3 shows the simulated source follower voltage vsf of the flash

READ operation vs. FG stored charge using the compact cell model.
Here the read current Id is kept constant. This V,, vs. 0r, curve is
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found well approximated by a straight line:

v,t =vo+ L!I':Q^) (3),'rvtcr)
where vo, Qo, and A are constants2. Here the source follower voltage
Vsf is tracking common node voltage yc, Vv =V"(Read.).

Program Model
Following the Lucky Electron Model [8], and under fixed select gate

voltage Vsg and progam current lui, (= Id, bit line current), the gate
current, Ig, can be described by a macroscopic equation3 [5]:(v""Vs:t_,, )'^_-f _c2 ) f*lI,=cJu,,[.ff,J *olu_ 

+k,vn*8,, )
Here C, , Cr, k, and 8", are constantso. The actuai experimental

Log I a curve varies only modestly as V.,,. Therefore within the range
of cell operation, the gate cunent may be approximated as followss:

I , = I uu r*p [o* (v r, **,v", )- c* ] (5)

Here g*, C*,and k, arc constants.

Merged Model
As a program pulse of height Vpp (=Vcs) and of duration Atpp is

applied to the cell, Eq. (5) can be integrated to calculate the change
from the initial state, denoted as "1", to final state, denoted as ..2":

Qrrr-Qrrr= [trat = Ir,atpp 
"*p[o* 

(r^,*r+krvo)-t*J (6)

='rr,orrr.*of oo 
aru,rr-, K*vcs- r*I

LLrJ
Here go, andl(*,are constants, and err, und Oyr, denotes the FG
stored charge of the initial and final states resDectivelv. The vfe
dependency is further transformed to efg depend-ency in the seconf,
Iine". We us" V"rr,*, .and errr*, to denote the ..average" Vr, and gr,
valuesT between states "1" and ',2", i.e. VIs?SVrrr*rSVlsr and

Q22 3 Qrr,*rS Qnr' Employing Eq. (3), the FG stored charge Qr, in
Eq. (6) can be changed to the source-follower read voltage Vu . Finally,
with fixed program duration Atpp and program current 16;1, w€ arrive at
tne master equation representing the concise cell model:

ln g ro 6v,r = I-o g ro(v u, -v s r) = ffiV sr r*z + m Kc s*vpp - G* 0 ),

where rfl, l(ss*an6 Goo are model parameters. Here Vrlr*, denotes

an "average" Vrr, i.e. V$2SVrIr-zSVar.Fig. 4 shows a set of
experimental LogroAVu vs. Vodata from the 0.5um SSI cell, where

Vu =V,yz and a set of fit lines according to the Log model, Eq. (T).

Adaptive Program
Adaptive program entails iterative program and read cycles that

engage in real-time computing, where the program voltage Vpp (=
vcs) is determined from information of the current cell vsi the target
vsf and a cell model, such that the target vsf can be fast approached.
Fig. 5 shows the overall flowchart of an adaptive program icheme we
have devised utilizing the concise model.

Specifically, by turning AVsf into a predictor AVsfn, ond V,/,*, to x

target Vsfnextn, and G66 to the cell speed parameter Gn, EQ. (7), can be
readily rearranged for computing the pulse height vpp of the program
pulse with fixed program duration Atpp and program current lbit:
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Vpp,,= Krl-ogLVsfun*Gn- KrVsfuext, (8)'

where n is the recursive index; Kp - l/(m*Kcsoo; Kv - m; AVsfpn = il1s

desired change of Vsf for the nth iteration; Vsfnextn = the target of the
nth iteration. Vsfnextn and AVsfpn, are related by:

Vsfnextn --Vsfu - LVsIp, (9),

where Vsfn = the measured Ysf before the nth iteration.
. Next, the error voltage is used for G-factor adaptation:

Gn=Gus+ E (Vsf,-Vsfnext,,-r) (10),

where E is the strength of error correction; Vsfnextn-1 = the target of the
(n-l)th iteration.

The predictor AVsfp can be expressed as a general function F:

LVs[p, - F(T arget,Vsfn,n) (11),

where Target is the Vsf value of the final programming target. One

choice of function F, which has increasingly aggressive targeting, is:

LVsfp^ -- F(T arget,Vsfn,n) -- ffi{vtf, -T arget)
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I The substrate term K uVu is left out, since (, = Q.

2 A can be expressed as , /(r_r . TL l r"nere Trr, eo *.'/ l' "'4ffil
FG transistor body factor and bhlk potential respectively.

3 Although node C, the virtual sourci of FG is a poorly-defined geometrical
point under program condition. Its voltage is tracking Vfg, i.e. Vc - Vfg.

a The krVcs term corresponds to the CS DIBL effect. Bsg depends on Vsg,

Vtsg and Vtfg. The effects of Eox and of Em are approximated by -C2l(Vfg
+ klVcs + Bsg).

5 Expanding the t"t. Cr at fixed point of V.ro,Voo.
V rr + krV", + 8,,

u by assuming Vc - Vfg under program condition.
? Where ft" Vrl,*-,, .Nd Qrlt*z situate will depend on the actual program

condition such as pulse height Vpp and duration Atpp, and the cell initial
condition Vil 6 Q$r.
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where Ntotal is the total number of iteration. and is set to 8 for the
0.5um cell based on empirical results.

Experimental and Results
These algorithm equations have been realized in both analog and

digital forms, the former uses on-chip analog computing circuit and the
latter digital computer control. Typically, the first several cycles
produce very small changes to prevent over trim and adapt the model.
The last two cycles drive the final accuracy. Fig. 6 shows the
experimental data, where fast convergence to targets is demonstrated.

Conclusions
In this work, we have derived a concise cell model for real-time

computing. This model has been successfully applied to design
adaptive program method for multilevel flash storage devices.
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Fig. I The SSI flash cell-two transistors in a
split-gate configuration with four components of
FG capacitance and a cunent source for lfg.

(r2'),

Firg.Z Crll macro based on the two-transistor
franpwork- voltage controlled voltage sources
and a current source for lfg.

Fig. 5 Flowchart of the Adaptive algorithm
shows the computation of Vpp, G and other
variables.
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Fig. 3 Source follorver Vsf vs. Floating gate

stored charge Qfg- curve of 2-transistor compact
model shows a near constant slope (Ibit = luA).
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Fig. 4 The log AVsf vs. Vsf- experinnntal
data and calculated lines based on concise model
(Ibit= luA).
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Fig.6 Adaptive Programming- Vsf voltages
and Error voltages rneasured from a digitally
controlled test system.

S.tVLrg.l
lnllhlb N = 1
Inlthltn l/pp = V-hlllel
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